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By Marvin Schuldenf@e 1
SU3!MARY

..

The effect on static lon{jitudinal stability of
freeing the elevator is shown to be similar to the effect
of alterlng the slops of tne tail lift curve by a factor
that depends upon the aerod~smic
characteristics of the
horizontal tail surfaco~.
The stick-free neutral point
may then be determined from stick-tlxed date by taking
account of the reduction of tall e~factiveness.
Two graphlzal mthods
for determ~ning the stick-free
neutral point, which are exter.slons of the methods
commonly used to determ~.ne thtistick-fixed neutral point,
are present~d.
A makhcmaticel fcu’mula for computtng the
st~ck-free neutra? point Is also ~;lve-n. These methods
may bo applied to detezmine
t.ne increase in
tail size necesssry to sl.ift the neutral point (with
stick free or fixed) to any tiestrecllocation rn an airplane havin~ Inadequate lon[~ltudinal stabllicT.
&~p??~~i~Late~~

IH’T’RC91TCTION
The stick-f’lxed neutral pclnt was defined in
reference 1 as the center-of-aravity location at which
the stabllitT, as measwred ‘};.
tha slope of the curve of
pitching-moment coefficient Cm plotted againat lift
coefficient
CLS Is neutral with the airplane trimmed.
The conditions are stated mathematically as
dC~dCL = O, Cm = O.
Thlf3 center-of-gravity location
is the limiting (most rearward) location at which variation of trim speed with elevator deflection
8@ is
conventional (that 1s, up deflection of the elevator
decreases trim speed and down deflection of the elevator
increases trim speed).
The condttion thus defined Is
d6e/dCL = O.
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Elevator deflection alone, however, does not necessarily determine the variation in stick force that will
The stick foroes required to
be felt by the pilot.
change speed are made up of two components: that due “to
direct elevator deflection, and that due to the change
in amfile of attack at the tail when the att?.tude of the
airplar.e changes ~.nresponse to the control deflection.
The stick-force veriatlon wflthrespect to speed, conseand ?!@8e
Of “
quent2.y, depends upon botk i)ch~at
the tail, where 6Ch/~at Is the rats of change of
elevator hinge-moment coefff.cient with tail engle of
attack and t@h~6e
is the rato of changa of elevator
hinge-momant coefficient with elevstor deflection?
The neutral point with tha stick i~ee (elevator
free to float) is related to that with the stick fixad,
for the conditions to be met with tha stick free me,
mathematically:
dCm/dCL = L), ~m = ~, Ch = O.
The
is
condltic?n thus defined Is d6T,/d~ll= O, where *
the trim-tab deflection.
‘thepresenb paper shows how
the third condition Ch = O may be talken into account
as an extension to the methods of determining the stickflxed neutrei point of refarerice 3.
For the purposes of this report it is assumed that
+CJ#d6e and ~h/~at
are cu3stant at any p~rticular
lift coefficient being investigated ro~ardless of the
ar.gle of attack at t-he tail or the elevator deflection,
that tab deflection has negligible ef’feet on tall lift,
and that the elgvetor is statically baianced.
The
other qualifications in the use of the r.ethods are given
in reference 1.
The synbols used in this paper are
defined as they
. occur in the text and are summarized in
the anpendix.
TAIL EFWZCTI-VE?U3SS
The pitching mom~nt contributed by the tall and the
increment of stability contributed by the tail are seen
to be directly proportional to the slope of the tail
lift curve dc~ldat
from equations (17) and (18),
appendix A of reference 1.
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The relatlon between the slope of the tall llft
curve with elevator fixed and the slope of the tail ltft
curve with elevator free may be found as follows: In
generel, with the elevator fixed, and at any dynamic
pressure,
(1)

and the associated hinge-.,
m~ent
statically balanced is

coefficient with elevator

(2)

If the elev~.tor is allowed to float, with a f“ixed trimtab settinr, the left-hand m-ember of equation (2) may be
equated to zero, whence

Combining equations

(1) and (3) yields

(41

If equation (4) is dlff’erantiated with respect to

at,

(5)

:
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The ratio

of

(dCLt/dat )f to

dC1%/dat

1s then

1

(6a)

k=l-R

(~b)

whlc’nmay be Written as

where
coefficient of horizontal tall with elevator
fixed

ilft

cLt
cLtf

llft coeff?.cient of horizontal tail with elevator
free to float

c~

e19vator hin.re-moment coefficient

at

angle of attack Gf tail with respect tc relctive
wind s.ttafll
elevator deflection with recpect to stabilizer
chord line

ae

am
&

.

tab deflection with respect to elevator chord liiie
rate of ch~&6 of tail lift Ccof.ficient W~th
angle of attack, elevator Ilxed

bcLt

tail

~

acr:t

()
F

~cLt
~

rate Of chaqe of ta51 lift coefficient with tail
angle of attack, elevator fr6cJ

tf
rate of change of’tail lift ccmfficient with
elsvator deflection, at fix9d
#

5
rate of change of’ elevator hinge-monent cocfflcflent
with tail angle of’attack, ‘elevator and tab fixed

Ii
A

rate of chari~e OF elevator hinm-mom~nt
coefficient
with eleva~or deflection, an~le of ~ttack and
tab fixed
.
rete of charge of ele’?ator hinge-nlornentcoeff’i.oient
with tab Geflectlon, angle of attaok an~ elevator
def~.ectlm fixed
[(:%t)p%d
clevatcr-f’re~ ei?fectiveness factor
y%/f/

%]

The n!mt.rel point with the si!ck ~res day t;lenba
determined by rectifying data from convention.al bests
with al.evator fixed accordluC to the factor Llvan In
equations (6).
DETE%ZMINATION OF STICK-FR2E N.ETJTI?AI.
POINT
Method I
Assume that conventional pitching-moment curves of
the form shown In figure 1 have been obtained for a model
with elevator fi.x~d.
..
(~hes~
curves a~e”for a fictitious
airplane.)

“
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It has been shown in reference 1 that,

if

(dcm/dcL)x

Is plotted against Cm/cL for two elevator (or stabilizer)
2), the location of the
settings at a given
CL ‘(fig.
center of gravity for neutral stability is the point
where
(dcm/dc~)= is equal to C/CL; that is, the neutral
point is the poi~t of intersection between a straight line
connecting these two plotted points and a line having the
equation
(~Cm/dCL)x = Cm/CL=
In fig~e 2, the neutral
point is given in chords fmward or rearward of the center
of gravity about which the data are Civen, depending upon
whether cm/’CL is positive or nagetive at the pofnt of
Interaectlon.
The value of’ dCm/dCL and C#CL
for
the tail-off curve is now plotted in figure 2; the values
are taken at the same CL ~~ for tile two e~evat~r act.
tlngs .

For-this example,

CL

is selected as 1..2.

From figure 2, it Is apparent that the contribution
of the tail to stabillty is the difference in ordinates
between the tail-off and taii-on pcints plotted, whereas
the contribution of’the tail to pitchin~ moment (plotted
is the difference in abscissas.
If, then;.
as C@L)
the action of freeing the elevator is represented by a
decrease in tail effectiveness as has been shown, these
values of the differences in ordinates End abscissas may
be multi~lied by the ef.~ectivenesa factor k.
The
result oktained is the equivalent of multi~lytng by k
the length of the dashed lines a of figure 2.
As an example in the use of this method, assume tha-t
the fcllcwing aerodynamic characteristics have been
determined for the tail of the airplane of fiCure 1 (the
methods for obtaining these characteristics will be
discussed later):
aCh/~at = -0,0012

~ flLt/t)at= 0.0680

dCh/b6e = -0.0030

~ CLt/d~e = O.034~

Then, from equations (6);
k=l.

.

-0.0012.

-0.0030

0.034
0.068

= 0.80
.
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and
0.20

R=

d
9

t!

which ~ndicates thet the slope of the tall lift curve
with the elevator free Is 80 percent of that wlfihthe
elevator fixed.
If this factor is applied to the “
dashed lines of’figure 2, a new line is obtained;
the
intersection of this line with the line

()

dCm

,q

=T

cm

~

determines the stick-fi’ee neutral point.
FTom figure 2,
It may be seen tp.at the sh~.
ck-fwe nmatral point is forward of the Stick-fiXGd ne-~tral pclnt ebout O.Oj~
(or 5.4 percent ) of the mean aei’odynamlc
chord for this
example,

It has been shcwn in reference 1 that, if the tangents to tvo or more elevatnr (oU st.abili.zm) curves at
a given lift coefficient are extmded uritil they ~~eet
(fig. 3), the slope OT the ilne drawn fi’omthis golnt of
intersection through
~)
giVeS the ~OC~(cm =c!,c~=
tion of the stick-fixed neutrel point in chords forward
or rearw~rd of the center-o~-~ravity location abo-~twhich
the data ~re computed.
The prlnciplos involved are the
same as those used to obtain neutral patnts by Che method
of fiLpre 2.
It can be shown that, if the tangsnt to the teil-o~f
curve at the CL under consideration is extended to a
point havin~ the seineabscissa as the ~oint of intersection of the tangents to the elevator curves, the
difference in ordinates of ty.e two points b is proportional to the elevator-free effectiveness factor k
(fig. ~).
For the fixed-elevator condition, k = 1.0.
V?lth the elevator free, the value of k determines a
new point through which to draw the line thro~h
(cm = o, CL = O)
in order to find the neutral point.
For the exemple under consldarati.on (fi~. 3), the difference between stick-fie~ End stick-fixed nGutral points
is again sewn to be equal to 5.]4percent of the mean
aerodynamic chord.
?fiethod111
A mathematical analysis to determine the shif’t In
the neutral point due to freeln~ the elevator, which
takes into account the varlatlon of dynamic-pressure

.

8
ratio at the tail, has been made in reference 2.
neutral-point shift has been shown to be
Anp=~

The

-r%
f

(7)
1
CI.
where
‘P

neutral-point location, chords be-nind leadlng
ed~e of mean aerodynamic chord, stick fixed
(%0 in reference 1)

‘Pf

neutral-point location, chords behind leading
edge af mean aerodynamic c-nerd, stick free

Anp

shift in neutral point due to freeing elevator
(%f

bcLt
A—oat

- ‘P)

increase in slope of tail lift curve due to
,/ aCLt~\
freeing elevator
~R~a~~
tail volume

St

Zt

— —
()SZ

horizontal tall area
wing ar9a
,

tail. arm
mean aerodynamic chord or wing

qo

average d~amic Fressure at tail compared with
free-stream dynamic pressure
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qt

d—
qo
dCL

~.ate of change of . qt/qo

dcL
x

slope of’lift curve for complete airplane

~c

rate of change of average downwash angle at
tail with airplane angle of attack

da

with airplane

CL

If qt/qo has the constant value 1 (as for
windmilling conditions), equation (7) reduces to
ac~t

Anp=A—

1-=
dC~vda ()
da~

~

(8)

Inasmuch as

(]

“Lt

dCm

qt

‘F)

(9)

CV=-TR

and

1-%

=q

dat

dC#da
then equation

(7) becomes

‘%=-

~
dat
R dlt ~
qt
dT
CL
P
1-*

(lo)

where
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient
with stabilizer angle, at any particular
airple.ne CL# elevator fixed

10

da~

rate of’change of tail angle of attack

With

()
l+

alrplene lift coefficient

—
dC~da

METHODS FOR DETERMINI?JG TAIL CHARACTERISTICS AND FACTOR

R

and
Aerod~amlc
cha~acterlstlcs, such ES kh\bt
“
~ch/~6e , mentioned in the prssent paper (except for
dCm\dit in equations (9) and (lO))were based on actualfi.us these would be the
dynam!c pressure at tile tail.
values found in tests of an Isolated tall surface.
In
tests of a completg motel, however, the dynamic pressure
at the tail will influence the hinge uoment cnd lift
produced per degree or elevator or stabilizer variation;
and tne dynamic pressure will viny, in ~eneral, with
alrplano attitude.
It IS tl.ennecessery to determine
the value of’ths tail cl,ar~cteristics and H under
cor.diticns wt~ere qt#qQ at”the tail varies, as it would
on the actusl el~plano.
The value of the f~ctor
Wh\3at acL#&e
- .———
The ratto
~Ch\~6e aCLt/~at”
the d~mamic-pressure ratio.

R hes been shown to be
dgh,bat
is independent of
—
b~h@e
ach/acLt
may
The value of
~c@5e

be determined from elevator and stabilizer tests by taking
the ratio at any lift coefficient or findln~ the average
at several lift coefficients of the airplane, if the
By the
hinge-moment -toe flcient variation is linear.
icLt/b t)e
is independent of qt\qo at
same ressonlng —~–
~c@%
the tail if’it is assumed that qt\qo is fairly uniform
over the tail spnn and, further, ~CLti~ 6e is directly
proportional to

d~\dit .

Thus

“
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d~/d5e
Is constant at any value of
—
dCm/dit
.,
airplane llft coefficient.

and the ratio

d

Ln

3

dCh/d6e
If the actual values of dCh/dat ~d
(with respect to the actual value of the dynamic pressure
at the tail) are desired from wind-tunnel data obtained
from tests of complete models, they may be found from
the relationship

and, similarly,

If the”values fop dCLt/d~e and dCLt/dat ‘me desired :
frcm wind-turmel data, ths ~ollowing relations apply:

and, similarly,

q.

-

DISCUSSTC2 OF MWTHODS
.

It may be advantageous at this point to Indicate
the physical significance of the operations performed by
these methods for finding the stick-free neutral point,

..

.—.
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Basically, it Is desired to obtain two or more curves of
Cm plotted Sgahst
CL for the model with the elevator
free to float.
Hecause,with the controls free, an airplane must fly with zero elevator hinge moment, flight
speed cr attitude can be changed only by varying either
center-of-gravity location, trim-tab setting, or stabi.li.zerfncidence, for any particular airplane configuration.
Control-free flight may be reproduced in the
wind tunnel by obtaining two or ~ore pitching-momnt
curves with the elevator free with dll’fcrent trim-tab
settings (or stabilizer incidsnces), and the neutral
points with the stick flreemay be found directly by the
methods of reference 1.
This procedure may also be used in fll~ht to
determine neutral points with elevato~’ free.
The airplane may he flown with several center-of’-~avity locations and the trim-tab settings re”quired for trim may be
Because an
determined throughout the speed range.
airplane can fly steadily only with Cm = O, the out-oftrim pitching-monent curves as obtained fror wind-tunnel
tests need not be determined.
!?han+utral. points may be
determined directly HS the center-of-&ravity locations at
which the variation of tab angle required for trim does
not changa with speed (d6#dCL = O).
Similar tests can
be made with a wind-tunnel model if’the elevator is
statically bEl~ced and allowed to float freely with the
tab nt vanious setttngs.
Tlm pitchfn~-moment curves
obtained might then be handled In the manner described in
reference 1 for the dctermlnetion of stick-fixed neutral
points
This nethod has been avoided, in general,
because of the necessity fow Increasing the lenCth of the
test program but may be the only satisf~ctory mathod to
follow for models having nonlinehr hinge-moment characteristics.
●

By applying the methods previously described it is
possible to determine the stick-free characteristics
graphically or m~thematically from the stick-fixed
characteristics, provided that the hinCe moments of the
elevator have been determined during the elevator-fixed
tests made with various stabilizer ad elevator settings.
Although the lift characteristics of the tail of
Wind-tl~el models have been found to represent fairly
closely those of the tail of the actual airplane, the
hinge moments have been found to be critically dependent

. . --

“

“
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upon the accurate representation of the tall-surface
dimensions, with respect to such details as gap, thickness, and trailing-edge angle.
Further, the ef’feet of
scale may distort the model hinge-moment characteristics
even if the tail configuration Is reproduced with the
qmximum of eccuracy.
It has, consequently, been found
desirable at times to test isolated tall surfaces of
relatively large scale and to apply these data h conjunction with smaZ1-scale complete-model data to
estimations of flying qualities of the airplane.
It iS “
apparent that tineaerodynamic characteristics of the
large-scale tai] surface with respect to stick-free
stability may be represented to a fair dea~ee of accuracy
by determining the value ‘J:’
the constant k.
The effect
of tha free-floating elevator on the location of the
neutral point may then be found by tunemethods described
if the tail-fuselage ir,terference effects are approximated.
The effects of tail-fuselage Interference have not been
subjected to rational analysis.
Some approach to the
inter~erence eff%ct mEy be made by testing the largescala tail surface in the presence of a stub fuselage,
for conventional airplanes, or in the presence of stub
booms, for twin-boom airplanes.
If such tests are not
possible, the efflectmust be estimated.
The effectiveness of a tail surface as measured by
the slope of the tail lift curve with elevator fixed may
prove to be different in the tests of a lar~e-scale tail
model from that obtained fror.tests of a small-scale
In this case the effects may be taken
complete model.
into ~ccount and the wind-tunnel results corrected graphically by considering that the difference is due to an
increase in the factor kb,P or mathematically by the use
‘Lt
is the increase or decrease
of equation (7)’ where
‘%
h
bcQ/&%t obtained from zests of the large-scale
surface over that obtained from tests of the small-scale
complete model.
Also the size of the tail surface needed
to shift the stick-fixed neutral point to any desired
location may be determined approximately by considering
a larger surface as having an increased effectiveness
and solving ~aphically or by equation (7) again.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisor Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Fie?d, Va.
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APPENDIX
SYMBOLS
pitching-moment

coefficient

lift coefficient
lift coefficient of horizontal tail, elevator
f’ixed

..

cI.tf

lift coefficient of horizontal tail, elevator
free to float

Ch

elevator hinge-moment coe~flclent

-

%

angle of attack of tall with respect to relative
wind at tall

de

elevator de.f’iecki.on
with resnect to stabilizer
chmd line (poni.tiveri.th I.E. down)

6T

tab de~lection w%t?~respect to elevator chord
lin~ (positive with T.21, dmn)
.
rate of change of’tail lilt coefficient with
tail angle cf ~tt~cli,
elevctor fixed
rate o?’chanLe of’tail lift coefficient
tail angle of attack, elevator free

With

rate of change of tail lift coefficient with
elevator deflection,
at fixed
rate of chanfle of’elevatcr ilinge-norent coefficlent with tail a~qle of attack, elevator
and teb fixed
rate of change of elevator h~np-mcment
coefficient wttb elevator defection,
~:iqie or
attack and tab ~lxed

.. .

. .
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~ch
q.

rate of change of elevator hfnge-moment coef - -flcient with tab deflection, angle of attack
and elevator deflection fixed

4

K)

k

elevator-free effectiveness factor

(1 - R)
.

original center-of~gravlty location about ti”lch
data are given, chords behind leading edge of
mean aerod~amlc chord

x

neutral-point location, chords behind leading
edge of mean a~l’odynamic chord, stick fix~d
(XO in rcfGreilce 1)

‘P

neutral-point location, chords behind leading
edge of mean aerodynamic chord, stick free

‘Pf
Anp

.

shift In ngutral point clue to l~eetng elevator
‘Pf - nP)

(

increase In slope of

ttl.1

freeing elevator

()

tail volume

St Zt
— ~
Sc

()

3cLtlift

carve due to

-R=

horizontal tail area
wing area
tail arm
mean aerodynamic chord of wing
angle of incidence of stabilizer (stabilizer
setting) with respect to horizontal reference
line of model (positive with T.E. down)
average dynamic pressure at tall compared with
free-stream dynamic pressure

.-_—

—.

.
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qt

d—
qo
~

rate of change of

@l~

with airplane

CL

slope of lift curve for complete eirplane

rate of change of average downwash angle at
tail with airplane angle of attcck
dcm
q

dc~
~
.

dat
dCL

rate of c-nange of pitching-moxent coefi’lcient
with stabilizer an~le at any particular
airplane CL, elevator fixed
rate of change of pitching-rncment Coefficient
with elevator angle at any particular airplane
CLs stabilizer an~le fixed
rete of change Or tail en~le of attac’k with
d~\
airplsne llft coef.flcient
1 - ~
v
()

1,2

elevator settings

x

referred to center of ~r~vity shout which data
are presented

exp

experimental values

17
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